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Forget The Rules, so what if He's Just Not That Into You? Love and relationship guru Kathryn Alice

tells you everything you need to know about finding your soulmate &#151; and helping your

soulmate find you. Love Will Find You is a true antidote to all the strict rules-oriented dating books

out there, explaining why every one of the 110 million single Americans have reason to celebrate:

Nothing will keep love from you Even if you never leave the house, your soulmate will find you You

are never too old, too fat, or too poor for love There is no such thing as rejection, only the wrong fit

Hate going out? Does every singles' event feel like a convention of desperation? Are you stuck in a

past "crazy love" relationship you can't shake? Using the nine love magnets, Kathryn Alice has

helped thousands of people to discard their old notions of dating, teaching practical steps to get

love, including: healing your perceived "fatal flaws"; decluttering your heart and releasing old loves;

sending out a soul call; and banishing the idea that you need to kiss 100 frogs to find your

prince(ss).
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I got this book after deciding in early 2010 that I was ready to be in a marriage-bound relationship.

But not just with anyone, with my soulmate. I'd been using the Law of Attraction in my financial life

and saw great improvement when it occurred to me that I could use it for love. I got another book on

LoA and soulmate love but didn't complete it because the work felt too clinical. After a few searches,

one person's name kept popping up: Kathryn Alice. I happened across a few podcasts and listened

in and felt like her approach was one I really liked.I bought the book on June 10, 2010 chronically

single. I'd not been on a date in almost 5 years, and been told by many mediums that there was a

"block" over my love life. However, someone mentioned to me that thae only "block" over my life

was mental. I set a new intention with a close friend and we decided we would apply the LoA

principles to create a fabulous love life.So, I started doing the work in her book (along with the

podcasts) and journaled the process. Some of the "rituals" felt silly but I realized that nobody but me

knew I was doing them. I reread snippets of the book as needed, followed Kathryn Alice's

newsletters, tweets and any audio I could find. I even redid some of the rituals like the "soul call"

every time I was feeling down. It was my way of keeping my love cup full. I started journaling about

my process and in looking back at the entries noticed how when I became more positive and less

frustrated (and desperate) things started shifting towards the better.The week after I got the book, I

updated my online dating profile and magnetized a few really amazing guys. After not having gone

on a date for 5 years, I was already juggling men!
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